FEATURES


SYNERGY’s Clinician-Entrepreneur Fellowship

As they diagnose and treat patients, clinicians often recognize the need for certain innovations, such as new or enhanced devices and technologies that might significantly improve patient care. However, they often lack the knowledge and skills, and time required, to successfully bring a new product to market. The SYNERGY Clinician-Entrepreneur Fellowship (S-CEF) is a one-year program that provides fellows with one day per week of protected time, plus the resources to develop and study the commercial potential of their ideas. Read More: http://geiselmed.dartmouth.edu/news/2016/synergys-clinician-entrepreneur-fellowship-fostering-innovation-enhancing-patient-care/

Harvard Catalyst Course: Medical Device Development

December 1-2, 2016 (Applications due Nov. 2, 2016): – free for attendees from CTSA sites.

Do you have an idea for a new or improved medical device, want to understand the medical device space, or hope to have a career in which you develop or use medical devices? This two-day course will cover the process of identifying novel technologies, navigating intellectual property and regulatory considerations, and planning and executing pre-clinical and clinical studies through commercialization. To register: http://catalyst.harvard.edu/services/mdd/

Claims Data Research webinar: Atlas Rate Generator.

Presentation and Demonstration by: David Goodman MD, MS

Wed, Nov 2, 2016, 12:00 – 1:00 PM

RSVP for Webinar Details: Julie.R.Doherty@Dartmouth.edu

Info on the Atlas Rate Generator/SYNERGY Center for Translational Population Research (CTPR): synergy.dartmouth.edu/ctpr

Upcoming Seminar (reminder): Write Winning NIH Grant Proposals

Thursday, December 1, 2016, 8:00 AM - 5:00 PM (Lunch and coffee breaks provided)

(For faculty members, postdoctoral researchers, and graduate students) - sponsored by the Dartmouth Grant Proposal Support initiative (GrantGPS)

Location: Filene Auditorium, Moore Hall, Dartmouth College campus, Hanover

Presenter: John Robertson, PhD (Grant Writers’ Seminars & Workshops, http://www.grantcentral.com). This comprehensive presentation addresses practical and conceptual aspects of writing NIH research grant and fellowship applications. To register, email Cindy Stewart (Cynthia.L.Stewart@dartmouth.edu), indicating your primary department and title. Registration Deadline: November 10, 2016